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Compactly supported cohomology and nearby
cycle cohomology of open Shimura varieties of
PEL type
Naoki Imai and Yoichi Mieda
Abstract. In this paper, we compare two cohomology groups
associated to Shimura varieties of PEL type, which are not
proper over the base. One is the compactly supported ℓ-adic
cohomology, and the other is the nearby cycle cohomology,
namely, the compactly supported cohomology of the nearby
cycle complex for the canonical integral model of the Shimura
variety over Zp. We prove that the G(Qp)-cuspidal part of
these cohomology groups are the same, where G denotes the
reductive algebraic group naturally attached to the PEL da-
tum. Some applications to unitary Shimura varieties are also
given.
1 Introduction
Study of the ℓ-adic cohomology of Shimura varieties is an important theme in number
theory and arithmetic algebraic geometry. Let ShK = ShK(G,X) be a Shimura
variety associated to a Shimura datum (G,X) and a compact open subgroup K of
G(A∞). As is well-known, it is naturally defined over a number field E, called the
reflex field, which is canonically attached to (G,X).
First of all, let us consider the case where our Shimura variety is compact; namely,
ShK is proper over E. For an irreducible algebraic representation ξ of G over Qℓ,
the ℓ-adic e´tale cohomology
H i(Sh,Lξ) = lim−→
K
H i(ShK ⊗EE,Lξ)
of the associated local system Lξ is naturally equipped with the action of G(A
∞)×
Gal(E/E). By Matsushima’s formula, this cohomology group is strongly related to
the automorphic spectrum of G(A). If moreover our Shimura variety is so-called
PEL type, namely, obtained as a moduli space of abelian varieties with several
additional structures, then it has a natural integral model over OEv , the ring of
integers of the completion of E at a finite place v. This integral model, also denoted
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary: 14G35; Secondary: 11F70, 22E50.
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by ShK , is very useful to investigate the action of the Galois group Gal(E/E) on
H i(Sh,Lξ). If ShK is smooth over OEv , the proper smooth base change theorem
says that the ℓ-adic cohomology H i(ShK ⊗EE,Lξ) is canonically isomorphic to the
ℓ-adic cohomology of the special fiber ShK,v of the integral model. As a result, the
Gal(E/E)-representation H i(ShK ⊗EE,Lξ) is unramified at v, and the alternating
sum of the traces of Frobv, the Frobenius element at v, on H
i(ShK ⊗EE,Lξ) can be
computed by the Lefschetz trace formula. Even if ShK is not smooth over OEv , we
can investigate the action of Gal(Ev/Ev) on H
i(ShK ⊗EE,Lξ) by using the theory
of nearby cycle functor. Such a method provides an efficient way to establish a part
of the Langlands correspondence; see [HT01], [Far04], [Man04], [Man05], [Shi11]
and [Sch10], for instance. The crucial point is that the properness of ShK over OEv
ensures the coincidence of the cohomology of the generic fiber and the nearby cycle
cohomology, that is, the cohomology of the nearby cycle complex over the special
fiber.
Now we pass to the case where ShK is not compact, while is of PEL type. There
are many interesting cases satisfying these conditions, including the modular curves
and the Siegel modular varieties. For the ℓ-adic cohomology of a Shimura variety
over E, we have at least three choices; the ordinary ℓ-adic cohomology, the compactly
supported ℓ-adic cohomology and the intersection cohomology. Usually we prefer the
intersection cohomology, since it has a close relation to the automorphic spectrum
of G(A). However, the theory of minimal compactifications tells us that these three
cohomology groups are the same “up to induced representations”.
Can we use the natural integral model in this case to investigate the Galois ac-
tion on the ℓ-adic cohomology? If ShK is smooth over OEv , Fujiwara’s trace formula
[Fuj97] is a very powerful tool to carry it out. By using it, one can compute the
alternating sum of the traces of the action of Frobv on the intersection cohomol-
ogy IH i(ShK ⊗EE,Lξ); see [Mor08], [Mor10]. On the other hand, if ShK has bad
reduction, we cannot use exactly the same method as in the compact case, since
the nearby cycle cohomology is different from the ℓ-adic cohomology of the generic
fiber, whichever cohomology we choose among the three mentioned above.
The purpose of this paper is to measure the gap between the compactly supported
cohomology (of the Shimura variety over E) and the nearby cycle cohomology, that
is, the compactly supported cohomology of the nearby cycle complex over the special
fiber of the integral model. Our main theorem claims that the gap is non-cuspidal
at p, where p is the prime divisible by v. More precise statement is the following:
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.2) In the kernel and the cokernel of the natural map
lim
−→
K
H ic(ShK,v, RψLξ) −→ lim−→
K
H ic(ShK ⊗EvEv,Lξ),
no irreducible supercuspidal representation of G(Qp) appears as a subquotient.
Recall that an irreducible smooth representation of G(Qp) is said to be supercuspidal
if it does not appear as a subquotient of parabolically induced representations from
any proper parabolic subgroup.
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In particular, for an irreducible admissible representation Π of G(A∞) such that
Πp is supercuspidal, we have an isomorphism of Gal(Ev/Ev)-modules(
lim
−→
K
H ic(ShK,v, RψLξ)
)
[Π] ∼=
(
lim
−→
K
H ic(ShK ⊗EvEv,Lξ)
)
[Π]. (∗)
Here (−)[Π] denotes the Π-isotypic part (for precise definition, see Notation be-
low). As a result, for a representation Π as above, the contribution of it to the
compactly supported cohomology of the Shimura variety can be investigated by
using the nearby cycle functor. Note that the same thing holds for the ordinary
cohomology and the intersection cohomology, since the gaps between the compactly
supported cohomology and these two cohomology groups are non-cuspidal, as al-
ready explained.
If an irreducible admissible representation Π of G(A∞) has a supercuspidal local
component Πp′ at a prime p
′ 6= p, then it is easy to obtain an isomorphism (∗) by us-
ing the minimal compactification with hyperspecial level at p. The main difficulty to
prove Theorem 1.1 is the absence of a good compactification of our integral Shimura
variety with higher level at p. Our main idea to overcome it is to use rigid geometry.
Roughly speaking, the gap between the compactly supported cohomology and the
nearby cycle cohomology can be measured by the rigid subspace of the generic fiber
of our integral model consisting of points corresponding to abelian varieties with bad
reduction. We will find a nice stratification on this rigid subspace to conclude that it
is “geometrically” induced from proper parabolic subgroups of G(Qp). To construct
the stratification, we use the theory of arithmetic toroidal compactifications with
hyperspecial level at p. Such compactifications were constructed by Faltings and
Chai [FC90] for Siegel modular varieties, and by Lan [Lan08] for general Shimura
varieties of PEL type. There is also a work by Fujiwara on this topic (cf. [FK06,
§7]).
It will be worth noting that our method is totally geometric and thus is also
valid in the torsion coefficient case. See Theorem 4.13 for an analogue of Theorem
1.1 with the Fℓ-coefficients.
We sketch the outline of this paper. In Section 2, we give some preliminary results
for constructing a nice stratification. In Section 3, after recalling some notation
concerning with Shimura varieties of PEL type, we give a key geometric construction;
namely, the construction of a stratification on the rigid subspace that measures the
gap of two cohomology groups. We also observe that this stratification behaves
well under the Hecke action on the tower of Shimura varieties. In Section 4, we
introduce several cohomology groups of the Shimura variety and prove Theorem
1.1. In Section 5, we give some applications of our main result to unitary Shimura
varieties. The authors expect that our result has more interesting applications in a
symplectic case. We will study it in our future work.
Notation Put Ẑ =
∏
p: primeZp and A
∞ = Ẑ ⊗Z Q. For a prime p, put Ẑ
p =∏
p′ 6= p: primeZp′ and A
∞,p = Ẑp ⊗Z Q.
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Assume that we are given two locally profinite groups G and Γ and a prime ℓ. For
an admissible/continuous representation V of G× Γ over Qℓ in the sense of [HT01,
I.2] and an irreducible admissible representation π of G, put V [π] =
⊕
σ σ
⊕mπ⊠σ ,
where σ runs through finite-dimensional irreducible continuous Qℓ-representations of
Γ, and mπ⊠σ denotes the coefficient of [π⊠σ] in the image of V in the Grothendieck
group GrothG×Γ,ℓ(G × Γ) considered in [HT01, I.2]. It is a semisimple continuous
representation of Γ.
Every sheaf and cohomology are considered in the e´tale topology.
2 Rigid geometry and semi-abelian schemes
2.1 Notation for adic spaces
Throughout this paper, we will use the framework of adic spaces introduced by
Huber (cf. [Hub93], [Hub94], [Hub96]). Here we recall some notation briefly.
Let S be a noetherian scheme and S0 a closed subscheme of S. We denote the
formal completion of S along S0 by S. Put S
rig = t(S)a, where t(S) is the adic
space associated to S (cf. [Hub94, §4]) and t(S)a denotes the open adic subspace of
t(S) consisting of analytic points. It is a quasi-compact analytic adic space.
Let X be a scheme of finite type over S. Put X0 = X ×S S0 and denote the
formal completion of X along X0 by X̂ . Then we can construct an adic space X̂
rig
in the same way as Srig. The induced morphism X̂rig −→ Srig is of finite type. On
the other hand, we can construct another adic space X ×S S
rig. Indeed, since we
have morphisms of locally ringed spaces (Srig,OSrig) −→ (t(S),Ot(S)) −→ (S,OS)
(for the second one, see [Hub94, Remark 4.6 iv)]), we can make the fiber product
X ×S S
rig in the sense of [Hub94, Proposition 3.8]. For simplicity, we write Xad for
X ×S S
rig, though it depends on (S, S0). Since the morphism S
rig −→ S factors
through S0 = S \ S0, we have X ×S S
rig = (X ×S S
0) ×S0 S
rig. In particular, Xad
depends only on X ×S S
0. The natural morphism Xad −→ Srig is locally of finite
type, but not necessarily quasi-compact; see the following example.
Example 2.1 Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring and F its fraction field.
Consider the case where S = SpecR and S0 is defined by the maximal ideal of R.
Then, for an S-scheme X of finite type, Xad can be regarded as the rigid space over
F associated to a scheme X×S SpecF over F . For example, (A
1
S)
ad = (A1F )
ad is the
rigid-analytic affine line over F and thus is not quasi-compact. On the other hand,
(Â1S)
rig is the unit disc “|z| ≤ 1” in (A1F )
ad, which is quasi-compact.
Lemma 2.2 The functors X 7−→ X̂rig and X 7−→ Xad commute with fiber prod-
ucts.
Proof. For the functor X 7−→ X̂rig, it can be checked easily (cf. [Mie06, Lemma
3.4] and [Mie10b, Proof of Lemma 4.3 v)]). Consider the functor X 7−→ Xad. Let
4
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Y −→ X ←− Z be a diagram of S-schemes of finite type. What we should prove is
(Y ×X Z)×S S
rig ∼= (Y ×S S
rig)×X×SSrig (Z ×S S
rig).
It is not totally automatic, since Y ×X Z is not a fiber product in the category of
locally ringed spaces. It follows from the fact that morphisms of locally ringed spaces
Spa(A,A+) −→ SpecB correspond bijectively to ring homomorphisms B −→ A
(this fact is used implicitly in [Hub94, Remark 4.6 (iv)] to define t(S) −→ S).
Let us compare X̂rig and Xad; by the commutative diagram
X̂rig //

X

Srig // S
and the universality of the fiber product X ×S S
rig, we have a natural morphism
X̂rig −→ Xad.
Lemma 2.3 i) If X is separated over S, the natural morphism X̂rig −→ Xad is
an open immersion.
ii) If X is proper over S, the natural morphism X̂rig −→ Xad is an isomorphism.
Proof. See [Hub94, Remark 4.6 (iv)].
Remark 2.4 Let f : S ′ −→ S be a morphism of finite type and S ′0 = S
′ ×S S0.
We denote by S ′rig the formal completion of S ′ along S ′0. Then, all constructions
above are compatible with the base change by f . More precisely, for a scheme X
of finite type over S, we have (X ×S S
′)∧rig ∼= X̂rig ×Srig S
′rig and (X ×S S
′)S
′-ad ∼=
Xad×Srig S
′rig. Here (−)S
′-ad denotes the functor (−)ad for the base (S ′, S ′0), namely,
(−)S
′-ad = (−)×S′ S
′rig.
The following notation is used in Section 3. In the remaining part of this sub-
section, assume that S is the spectrum of a complete discrete valuation ring and S0
is the closed point of S. For a scheme of finite type X over S, we have a natural
morphism of locally and topologically ringed spaces (t(X̂),O+
t(X̂)
) −→ (X̂,OX̂) (cf.
[Hub94, Proposition 4.1]). Note that the underlying continuous map t(X̂) −→ X0
is different from the map t(X̂) −→ X considered above. We denote the composite
X̂rig −֒→ t(X̂) −→ X0 by spX̂ , or simply by sp.
Let Y be a closed subscheme of X0 and X the formal completion of X along Y .
Then we can consider the generic fiber t(X )η = S
0 ×S t(X ) of the adic space t(X ).
This is so-called the rigid generic fiber of X due to Raynaud and Berthelot, in the
context of adic spaces. If Y = X0, then t(X )η = X̂
rig.
Lemma 2.5 The natural morphism t(X )η −→ X̂
rig induced from X −→ X̂ is an
open immersion. Its image coincides with sp−1(Y )◦, where (−)◦ denotes the interior
(in X̂rig).
Proof. See [Hub98b, Lemma 3.13 i)].
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2.2 Etale sheaves associated to semi-abelian schemes
We continue to use the notation introduced in the beginning of the previous sub-
section. Let U be an open subscheme of S0 = S \ S0 and p a prime invertible on U .
Fix an integer m > 0.
Let G be a semi-abelian scheme over S. Namely, G is a separated smooth
commutative group scheme over S such that each fiber Gs of G at s ∈ S is an
extension of an abelian variety As by a torus Ts. We denote the relative dimension
of G over S by d. Assume the following:
– The rank of Ts (called the toric rank of Gs) with s ∈ S0 is a constant r.
– GU = G×S U is an abelian scheme.
Under the first condition, it is known that G0 is globally an extension
0 −→ T0 −→ G0 −→ A0 −→ 0,
where T0 is a torus of rank r over S0 and A0 is an abelian scheme over S0 ([FC90,
Chapter I, Corollary 2.11]).
Let us consider two group spaces Ĝrig[pm]Uad and G
ad[pm]Uad over U
ad, where
(−)Uad denotes the restriction to U
ad.
Lemma 2.6 The adic space Gad[pm]Uad is finite e´tale of degree p
2dm over Uad.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we have Gad[pm]Uad = (GU [p
m]) ×U U
ad. Since GU [p
m] is
finite e´tale of degree over p2dm over U , Gad[pm]Uad is finite e´tale of degree p
2dm over
Uad (cf. [Hub96, Corollary 1.7.3 i)]).
Lemma 2.7 The adic space Ĝrig[pm]Uad is finite e´tale of degree p
(2d−r)m over Uad.
Proof. We may assume that S = SpecR is affine. Let I ⊂ R be the defining ideal
of S0. By replacing R by its I-adic completion, we can reduce to the case where R
is I-adic complete. Put Si = SpecR/I
i+1 and Gi = G×S Si.
By [SGA3, Expose´ IX, The´ore`me 3.6, The´ore`me 3.6 bis], the exact sequence
0 −→ T0 −→ G0 −→ A0 −→ 0
can be lifted canonically to an exact sequence
0 −→ Ti −→ Gi −→ Ai −→ 0
over Si, where Ti is a torus over Si and Ai is an abelian scheme over Si (cf. [Lan08,
§3.3.3]). Let T̂ = lim
−→i
Ti and Â = lim−→i
Ai be associated formal groups over S. Then
Ĝ is an extension of Â by T̂ .
By taking pm-torsion points, we get an exact sequence
0 −→ T̂ [pm] −→ Ĝ[pm] −→ Â[pm] −→ 0
6
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of formal groups over S. Since Ĝrig[pm] ∼= (Ĝ[pm])rig, it suffices to see that (T̂ [pm])
rig
Uad
(resp. (Â[pm])rig
Uad
) is finite e´tale of degree prm (resp. p2(d−r)m) over Uad.
First we consider (T̂ [pm])rig
Uad
. Since T̂ [pm] = lim
−→i
(Ti[p
m]), it is finite flat over
S = Spf R. Therefore there exists a finite flat R-algebra R′ such that T̂ [pm] =
Spf R′. Moreover, a scheme T ′ = SpecR′ is naturally equipped with a structure
of commutative group scheme over S = SpecR. Since T ′ is killed by pm and p is
invertible on U , T ′U = T
′×SU is a finite e´tale group scheme over U . By Lemma 2.3 ii),
we have (T̂ [pm])rig = (T ′)∧rig = T ′ad = T ′×S S
rig. Therefore (T̂ [pm])rig
Uad
= T ′U ×U U
ad
is finite e´tale over Uad (cf. [Hub96, Corollary 1.7.3 i)]). Its degree is clearly prm.
The same argument also works for (Â[pm])rig
Uad
.
By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7, we may regard Ĝrig[pm]Uad and G
ad[pm]Uad as
locally constant constructible sheaves over Uad. Since we have a natural open im-
mersion Ĝrig −֒→ Gad, Ĝrig[pm]Uad is a subsheaf of G
ad[pm]Uad .
Remark 2.8 In the setting of Remark 2.4, the construction above is clearly com-
patible with the base change by f : S ′ −→ S.
In the remaining part of this subsection, consider the case where S = SpecR is
the spectrum of a complete discrete valuation ring R, S0 is the closed point of S and
U = S0 = S \ S0. Let η be a geometric point lying over the unique point of U
ad.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.7, Ĝ is an extension
0 −→ T̂ −→ Ĝ −→ Â −→ 0
of a formal group Â by T̂ .
Lemma 2.9 The Z/pmZ-modules Ĝrig[pm]η and G
ad[pm]η are free of finite rank.
Furthermore, Ĝrig[pm]η (resp. TpĜ
rig
η ) is a direct summand of G
ad[pm]η (resp. TpG
ad
η )
as a Zp-module.
Proof. First Gad[pm]η ∼= Gη[p
m] is a free Z/pmZ-module of finite rank, since Gη is
an abelian variety.
Next we will prove that Ĝrig[pm]η is a free Z/p
mZ-module of finite rank. By the
exact sequence
0 −→ T̂ rig[pm]η −→ Ĝ
rig[pm]η −→ Â
rig[pm]η −→ 0,
it suffices to show that T̂ rig[pm]η and Â
rig[pm]η are free of finite rank. By [SGA3,
Expose´ X, The´ore`me 3.2], T̂ can be algebraized into a torus T over S. Therefore,
by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 ii), we have
T̂ rig[pm]η = (T [p
m])∧rigη = (T [p
m])adη = Tη[p
m],
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which is obviously free of finite rank. Similar argument works for Ârig[pm]η, since Â
is also algebraizable (cf. [Lan08, Proposition 3.3.3.6, Remark 3.3.3.9]).
In particular, Ĝrig[pm]η is an injective Z/p
mZ-module, and thus is a direct sum-
mand of Gad[pm]η.
Put C = TpG
ad
η /TpĜ
rig
η . Then it is easy to see that
C ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ = Gad[pm]η/Ĝ
rig[pm]η
(use the same argument as above to conclude that TpĜ
rig
η ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ ∼= Ĝrig[pm]η).
Therefore C ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ is a finite flat Z/pmZ-module, and thus C is a finite flat
Zp-module. Hence C is a free Zp-module, and thus the inclusion TpĜ
rig
η −֒→ TpG
ad
η
splits. Namely, TpĜ
rig
η is a direct summand of TpG
ad
η , as desired.
Remark 2.10 Actually, the extension 0 −→ T̂ −→ Ĝ −→ Â −→ 0 can be alge-
braized; namely, there exists an exact sequence
0 −→ T −→ G♮ −→ A −→ 0
of commutative group schemes over S, where T is a torus over S and A is an abelian
scheme over S, such that its formal completion along the special fiber is isomorphic
to the extension above (cf. [Lan08, Proposition 3.3.3.6, Remark 3.3.3.9]). Such an
extension is called the Raynaud extension associated to G.
Our construction above is related to the Raynaud extension in the following
way. First, we have a natural isomorphism Ĝrig[pm]η
∼=
−−→ (G♮)ad[pm]η, which is
induced from an open immersion Ĝrig ∼= (Ĝ♮)rig −֒→ (G♮)ad (cf. Lemma 2.3 i)).
Moreover, the image of Ĝrig[pm]η −֒→ G
ad[pm]η coincides with the image of the map
G♮[pm]η −→ G[p
m]η in [Lan08, Corollary 4.5.3.12]. Therefore, the latter statement
of Lemma 2.9 also follows from [Lan08, Corollary 4.5.3.12].
Proposition 2.11 Assume that the fraction field F of R is a finite extension of Qp.
Let λ be a polarization of GU . Then, alternating bilinear pairings
〈 , 〉λ : G[p
m]η ×G[p
m]η −→ µpm, 〈 , 〉λ : TpGη × TpGη −→ Zp(1)
are induced. Then Ĝrig[pm]η (resp. TpĜ
rig
η ) is a coisotropic direct summand of
Gad[pm]η (resp. TpG
ad
η ) with respect to 〈 , 〉λ. Namely, we have Ĝ
rig[pm]⊥η ⊂ Ĝ
rig[pm]η
(resp. (TpĜ
rig
η )
⊥ ⊂ TpĜ
rig
η ).
Proof. Put Vp(−) = Tp(−)⊗Zp Qp. Then an alternating bilinear pairing
〈 , 〉λ : VpGη × VpGη −→ Qp(1)
is induced. It suffices to show that VpĜ
rig
η is a coisotropic subspace of VpĜ
ad
η .
8
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We will prove a more precise result (VpĜ
rig
η )
⊥ = VpT̂
rig
η . Since
dimQp VpT̂
rig
η + dimQp VpĜ
rig
η = r + (2d− r) = 2d = dimQp VpG
ad
η
(cf. Lemma 2.7 and its proof), it is sufficient to prove that VpT̂
rig
η ⊂ (VpĜ
rig
η )
⊥.
Namely, we should prove that the homomorphism VpT̂
rig
η ⊗Qp VpĜ
rig
η −→ Qp(1)
induced by 〈 , 〉λ is zero.
Since VpGη is a semi-stable representation of Gal(F/F ), so are VpT̂
rig
η and VpĜ
rig
η .
Denote the residue field of F by κF and put q = #κF . Consider the action of ϕ
[κF :Fp]
on Dst(VpT̂
rig
η ) and Dst(VpÂ
rig
η ). Let T and A be as in the proof of Lemma 2.9. Then
we have VpT̂
rig
η
∼= VpTη and VpÂ
rig
η
∼= VpAη. Therefore every eigenvalue of ϕ
[κF :Fp]
on Dst(VpT̂
rig
η ) is a Weil q
−2-number (for the definition of Weil numbers, see [TY07,
p. 471]). Similarly, every eigenvalue of ϕ[κF :Fp] on Dst(VpÂ
rig
η ) is a Weil q
−1-number;
this is a consequence of the Weil conjecture for crystalline cohomology of abelian
varieties. Therefore, every eigenvalue of ϕ[κF :Fp] on Dst(VpT̂
rig
η ⊗Qp VpĜ
rig
η ) is either
a Weil q−4-number or a Weil q−3-number. On the other hand, every eigenvalue of
ϕ[κF :Fp] on Dst(Qp(1)) is equal to q
−1, which is a Weil q−2-number. Hence any ϕ-
homomorphism Dst(VpT̂
rig
η ⊗Qp VpĜ
rig
η ) −→ Dst(Qp(1)) is zero. Since the functor Dst
is fully faithful, any Gal(F/F )-equivariant homomorphism
VpT̂
rig
η ⊗Qp VpĜ
rig
η −→ Qp(1)
is zero. This completes the proof.
3 Shimura varieties of PEL type
3.1 Notation for Shimura varieties of PEL type
In this paper, we are interested in Shimura varieties of PEL type considered in
[Kot92, §5] (see also [Lan08, §1.4]). We recall it briefly. Fix a prime p. Consider a
6-tuple (B,OB, ∗, V, L, 〈 , 〉), where
– B is a finite-dimensional simple Q-algebra such that B ⊗Q Qp is a product of
matrix algebras over unramified extensions of Qp,
– OB is an order of B whose p-adic completion is a maximal order of B ⊗Q Qp,
– ∗ is a positive involution of B (namely, an involution such that Tr(bb∗) > 0 for
every b ∈ B×) which preserves OB,
– V is a non-zero finite B-module,
– L is a Z-lattice of V preserved by OB, and
– 〈 , 〉 : V × V −→ Q is a non-degenerate alternating ∗-Hermitian pairing with
respect to B-action such that 〈x, y〉 ∈ Z for every x, y ∈ L, and that Lp =
L⊗Z Zp is a self-dual lattice of Vp = V ⊗Q Qp.
9
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From (B, ∗, V, 〈 , 〉), we define a simple Q-algebra C = EndB(V ) with a unique
involution # satisfying 〈cv, w〉 = 〈v, c#w〉 for every c ∈ C and v, w ∈ V . Moreover
we define an algebraic group G over Q by
G(R) = {g ∈ (C ⊗Q R)
× | gg# ∈ R×}
for every Q-algebra R. The condition gg# ∈ R× is equivalent to the existence of
c(g) ∈ R× such that 〈gv, gw〉 = c(g)〈v, w〉 for every v, w ∈ V ⊗QR. By the presence
of the lattice L, G can be naturally extended to a group scheme over Z, which is
also denoted by the same symbol G. For any ring R, we put GR = G⊗Z R.
Consider an R-algebra homomorphism h : C −→ C ⊗Q R preserving involutions
(on C, we consider the complex conjugation) such that the symmetric real-valued
bilinear form (v, w) 7−→ 〈v, h(i)w〉 on V ⊗Q R is positive definite. Such a 7-tuple
(B,OB, ∗, V, L, 〈 , 〉, h) is said to be an unramified integral PEL datum. Note that
the map h induces a homomorphism ResC/R Gm −→ GR of algebraic groups over R,
which is also denoted by h.
Let F be the center of B and F+ be the subfield of F consisting of elements fixed
by ∗. The existence of h tells us that N = [F : F+](dimF C)
1/2/2 is an integer. An
unramified integral PEL datum falls into the following three types:
type (A) [F : F+] = 2.
type (C) [F : F+] = 1 and C ⊗Q R is isomorphic to a product of M2N(R).
type (D) [F : F+] = 1 and C ⊗Q R is isomorphic to a product of MN(H).
If we are in the case of type (D), we will exclude the prime p = 2.
Using h : C −→ C ⊗Q R −֒→ C ⊗Q C, we can decompose the B ⊗Q C-module
V ⊗QC as V ⊗QC = V1⊕V2, where V1 (resp. V2) is the subspace of V ⊗QC on which
h(z) acts by z (resp. z) for every z ∈ C. We denote by E the field of definition of
the isomorphism class of the B ⊗Q C-module V1, and call it the reflex field. It is a
subfield of C which is finite over Q.
In the sequel, we fix an unramified integral PEL datum (B,OB, ∗, V, L, 〈 , 〉, h).
For a compact open subgroup Kp of G(Ẑp), consider the functor ShKp from the
category of OE,(p)-schemes to the category of sets, that associates S to the set of
isomorphism classes of quadruples (A, i, λ, ηp), where
– A is an abelian scheme over S,
– λ : A −→ A∨ is a prime-to-p polarization,
– i : OB −→ EndS(A) is an algebra homomorphism such that λ ◦ i(b) = i(b
∗)∨ ◦λ
for every b ∈ OB,
– ηp is a level-Kp structure of (A, i, λ) of type (L ⊗Z Ẑ
p, 〈 , 〉) in the sense of
[Lan08, Definition 1.3.7.6],
satisfying the equality of polynomials detOS(b; LieA) = detE(b;V
1) in the sense of
[Kot92, §5]. Recall that two quadruples (A, i, λ, ηp) and (A′, i′, λ′, η′p) are said to be
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism f : A −→ A′ of abelian schemes such that
– λ = f∨ ◦ λ′ ◦ f ,
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– f ◦ i(b) = i′(b) ◦ f for every b ∈ OB,
– and f ◦ ηp = η′p in the sense of [Lan08, Definition 1.4.1.4].
If Kp is neat (cf. [Lan08, Definition 1.4.1.8]), the functor ShKp is represented by
a quasi-projective smooth OE,(p)-scheme [Lan08, Corollary 7.2.3.9], which is also
denoted by ShKp. In this paper, we will call it a Shimura variety of PEL type.
The group G(Ap,∞) naturally acts on the tower of schemes (ShKp)Kp⊂G(Ẑp) as Hecke
correspondences.
Remark 3.1 i) Our definition of ShKp, due to [Lan08], is slightly different from
that in [Kot92], but they give the same moduli space. See [Lan08, Proposition
1.4.3.4]. We prefer this definition because we can speak about the universal
abelian scheme A over ShKp, rather than its isogeny class.
ii) The word “Shimura variety” is an abuse of terminology. Indeed, in some cases
ShKp ⊗OE,(p)E is a finite disjoint union of Shimura varieties in the usual sense.
Assume moreover the following condition due to [Lan08, Condition 1.4.3.10]:
The action of OB on L extends to an action of some maximal order O
′
B of
B containing OB.
As explained in the beginning of [Lan08, §5.2.1], this restriction is rather harmless.
Under this condition, thanks to [Lan08, Theorem 6.4.1.1], ShKp has a toroidal com-
pactification ShtorKp. Furthermore, since K
p is assumed to be neat, we can (and do)
take ShtorKp so that it is a projective scheme over OE,(p) [Lan08, Proposition 7.3.1.4,
Theorem 7.3.3.4]. On ShtorKp, there exists a semi-abelian scheme extending the uni-
versal abelian scheme A on ShKp. We denote it by the same symbol A.
In the following, to ease notation, we fix a neat compact open subgroup Kp of
G(Ẑp) and omit the subscript Kp. For an integer r ≥ 0, let Shtorr (resp. Sh
tor
≤r, resp.
Shtor≥r) be the subset of Sh
tor consisting of x ∈ Shtor such that the toric rank of the
semi-abelian variety Ax is equal to (resp. less than or equal to, resp. greater than or
equal to) r. By [Lan08, Lemma 3.3.1.4], Shtor≤r is an open subset of Sh
tor. Therefore
Shtor≥r (resp. Sh
tor
r ) is a closed (resp. locally closed) subset of Sh
tor. We regard them
as reduced subschemes of Shtor. Obviously Shtor0 = Sh
tor
≤0 coincides with the Shimura
variety Sh.
Now choose a place v of E dividing p and write Ov for the ring of integers of Ev.
By taking base change from OE,(p) to Ov, the schemes Sh, Sh
tor, . . . can be regarded
as schemes over Ov. We denote them by the same symbols. Moreover, we denote
the fibers of them at v by putting the subscripts v. Namely, we set Shv = Sh⊗Ovκv,
Shtorv,r = Sh
tor
r ⊗Ovκv and so on, where κv denotes the residue field of Ov. Similarly,
we denote the generic fibers of them by putting the subscripts η.
Since Shtor is proper over Ov, we may consider the specialization map
sp : (Shtorη )
ad = (Shtor)ad = (Shtor)∧rig −→ Shtorv
introduced in the end of Section 2.1 (for the second equality, see Lemma 2.3 ii)).
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Definition 3.2 For an integer r ≥ 0, we put
Sh]≥r[ = sp
−1(Shtorv,≥r)
◦ ∩ Shadη , Sh]r[ = Sh]≥r[ \ Sh]≥r+1[,
where (−)◦ denotes the interior in (Shtor)ad. Moreover, we define an open subset
Sh△]r[ of Sh]r[ by
Sh△]r[ = sp
−1(Shtorv,r)
◦ ∩ Shadη = Sh]≥r[ ∩ sp
−1(Shtorv,≤r).
So far, we have only considered level structures which are prime to p. Now we
add pm-level structures on the universal abelian scheme of the generic fiber Shη. Let
Shm,η be the scheme over Shη classifying principal level-m structures (cf. [Lan08,
Definition 1.3.6.2]) of the universal object (A, iuniv, λuniv) over Shη. We denote the
structure morphism Shm,η −→ Shη by pm, which is finite and e´tale.
LetKm be the compact open subgroup ofG(Qp) defined as the kernel ofG(Zp) −→
G(Z/pmZ). Then Shm,η coincides with the Shimura variety over Ev withKmK
p-level
structures. In particular, for an element g of G(Qp) and integers m,m
′ ≥ 0 satisfy-
ing g−1Kmg ⊂ Km′ , we can define the Hecke operator [g] : Shm,η −→ Shm′,η, which
is finite and e´tale. For later use, let us recall its description. Let k be an extension
field of Ev and x a k-valued point of Shm,η corresponding to [(A, i, λ, η
p, ηp)]. Then
[g](x) = [(A′, i′, λ′, η′p, η′p)] is given as follows.
First we assume that Lp ⊂ gLp. By the condition on ηp, it lifts to an isomorphism
η˜p : Lp
∼=
−−→ TpAk, where k is a separable closure of k. Take an integer a ≥ 0 such that
pagLp ⊂ Lp, and put A
′
k
= Ak/η˜p,a(p
agLp/p
aLp), where η˜p,a : Lp/p
aLp
∼=
−−→ Ak[p
a]
is the isomorphism induced by η˜p. It is easy to see that A
′
k
is independent of
the choice of a. Moreover, the condition g−1Kmg ⊂ Km′(⊂ K0) tells us that A
′
k
is also independent of the choice of η˜p (note that any other choice is η˜p ◦ h with
h ∈ Km, and that h preserves gLp). In particular, it descends to an abelian variety
A′ over k. As η˜p,a(p
agLp/p
aLp) is stable under OB, A
′ carries an OB-multiplication
i′ induced from i. A natural p-isogeny A −→ A′ transfers the pair (λ, ηp) on A
into a pair (λ′, η′p) on A′. The definition of η′p is slightly more complicated. By
the construction of A′
k
, the composite Lp
η˜p
−−→ TpAk −→ TpA
′
k
extends uniquely to
an isomorphism η˜′p : gLp −→ TpA
′
k
. Taking the mod-pm
′
reduction of the composite
η˜′p ◦ g : Lp −→ TpA
′
k
, we obtain an isomorphism η′p : Lp/p
m′Lp
∼=
−−→ A′
k
[pm
′
]. By the
condition g−1Kmg ⊂ Km′ , it is independent of the choice of η˜p and thus descends to
an isomorphism η′p : Lp/p
m′Lp
∼=
−−→ A′[pm
′
], which gives a pm
′
-level structure on A′.
For a general g ∈ G(Qp), we can take an integer b such that Lp ⊂ p
bgLp. Then
we have [g](x) = [pbg](x), and thus are reduced to the case above.
As in Definition 3.2, we introduce several important subspaces of Shadm,η.
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Definition 3.3 We put
Shm,]≥r[ = p
−1
m (Sh]≥r[), Shm,]r[ = p
−1
m (Sh]r[), Sh
△
m,]r[ = p
−1
m (Sh
△
]r[).
Here we write the same symbol pm for the finite e´tale morphism Sh
ad
m,η −→ Sh
ad
η
induced by pm.
Proposition 3.4 Let g be an element of G(Qp). For integers m,m
′ ≥ 0 such
that g−1Kmg ⊂ Km′ , the Hecke operator [g] : Sh
ad
m,η −→ Sh
ad
m′,η maps Shm,]r[ (resp.
Shm,]≥r[) into Shm′,]r[ (resp. Shm′,]≥r[).
A point x of an adic space X which is locally of finite type over Spa(Ev,Ov) is
said to be classical if the residue field of x is a finite extension of Ev. For a subset
Y of X , we denote the set of classical points in Y by Y (cl).
First we consider about classical points in Shm,]r[.
Lemma 3.5 Let x be a classical point of Shm,]r[. Then [g](x) ∈ Sh
ad
m′,η lies in Shm′,]r[.
Proof. First note that Shm,]r[(cl) = p
−1
m (sp
−1(Shtorv,r)∩Sh
ad
η )(cl). This is an immediate
consequence of [Fuj95, Lemma 4.6.4 (c)], whose analogue for adic spaces can be
proved similarly.
Let F be the residue field of x and OF its ring of integers. Since Sh
tor is proper
over Ov, we have a natural morphism of schemes ιx : SpecOF −→ Sh
tor. The image
of the generic point η (resp. closed point s) of SpecOF under ιx can be identified
with x (resp. sp(x)). Let us denote by G the pull-back of A under ιx. Then, G is
a semi-abelian scheme over OF whose fiber at η (resp. s) is the abelian variety Ax
(resp. a semi-abelian variety with toric rank r).
Put x′ = [g](x), which is an F -valued point of Shadm′,η. By the similar construction,
we get a semi-abelian scheme G ′ over OF whose generic fiber G
′
η coincides with Ax′.
It suffices to show that the toric rank of G ′s is equal to r.
By the description of the Hecke operator [g], G ′η = Ax′ is isomorphic to the
quotient of Gη = Ax by some finite e´tale subgroup scheme Cη. Let C be the closure
of Cη in G. Then, [Lan08, Lemma 3.4.3.1] says that the quotient G/C is represented
by a semi-abelian scheme over OF . Moreover, by [FC90, Chapter I, Proposition
2.7], the isomorphism (G/C)η ∼= G
′
η can be extended uniquely to an isomorphism
G/C ∼= G ′. Therefore G ′s is a quotient of Gs by a finite flat group scheme Cs. In
particular, we have rankZp TpGs = rankZp TpG
′
s and dimGs = dimG
′
s. This implies
that the toric rank of Gs is the same as that of G
′
s.
To deduce Proposition 3.4 from Lemma 3.5, we will use the following easy lemma:
Lemma 3.6 Let X be an adic space locally of finite type over Spa(Ev,Ov).
i) For every non-empty open subset U of X , U(cl) is non-empty.
ii) For every open subset U , U−(cl) is dense in U−. Here U− denotes the closure
of U in X .
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Proof. For i), we may assume that U = Spa(A,A◦), where A is an affinoid algebra
over Ev and A
◦ is the subring of A consisting of power-bounded elements. Since
A 6= 0, A has a maximal ideal m. By [BGR84, Corollary 6.1.2/3], F = A/m is a finite
extension of Ev. Extend the valuation of Ev to F . Then v : A −→ A/m = F −→ R
gives a classical point of U = Spa(A,A◦).
ii) is an immediate consequence of i); indeed, U(cl) is dense in U−.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Denote the complement of Shm,]≥r[ in Sh
ad
m,η by (Shm,]≥r[)
c.
It coincides with p−1m (sp
−1(Shv,≤r−1)
−∩Shadη ), which is the closure of the open subset
p−1m (sp
−1(Shv,≤r−1) ∩ Sh
ad
η ) of Sh
ad
m,η (note that pm is an open map). Therefore,
(Shm,]≥r[)
c(cl) is dense in (Shm,]≥r[)
c by Lemma 3.6. Similarly, ([g]−1(Shm′,]≥r[)
c)(cl)
is dense in [g]−1(Shm′,]≥r[)
c.
On the other hand, Lemma 3.5 says that (Shm,]≥r[)
c(cl) = ([g]−1(Shm′,]≥r[)
c)(cl).
From it we can deduce (Shm,]≥r[)
c = [g]−1(Shm′,]≥r[)
c, as both sides are closed in
Shadm,η. Thus we have Shm,]≥r[ = [g]
−1(Shm′,]≥r[) and Shm,]r[ = [g]
−1(Shm′,]r[).
3.2 The set Sm
This subsection provides some basic preliminaries for the next subsection. We denote
by S∞ the set of OB ⊗Z Zp-submodules I ⊂ Lp such that
– I is a non-trivial direct summand of Lp as an OB ⊗Z Zp-module, and
– I is coisotropic, namely, I⊥ ⊂ I.
For an element I ∈ S∞ and an integer m ≥ 1, we have an OB ⊗Z Zp-submodule
I/pmI ⊂ Lp/p
mLp. We denote the set consisting of such submodules by Sm.
Proposition 3.7 i) The set S∞ can be identified with the set SQp consisting of
non-trivial coisotropic B⊗QQp-submodules of Vp. In particular, S∞ is naturally
equipped with an action of G(Qp).
ii) There exist finitely many proper parabolic subgroups P1, . . . , Pk of GQp such
that S∞ is isomorphic to
∐k
i=1G(Qp)/Pi(Qp) as G(Qp)-sets.
iii) We have a natural G(Zp)-equivariant bijection Km\S∞
∼=
−−→ Sm.
iv) Let g be an element of G(Qp). For integers m,m
′ ≥ 1 with g−1Kmg ⊂ Km′ ,
we have a unique map g−1 : Sm −→ Sm′ that makes the following diagram
commutative:
S∞ // //
g−1

Sm
g−1

S∞ // // Sm′ .
Proof of Proposition 3.7 i). First let I be a B⊗QQp-submodule of Vp. As OB⊗ZZp
is a maximal order of B⊗QQp, it is hereditary [Rei75, Theorem 21.4]. Therefore the
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OB ⊗Z Zp-module Lp/I ∩ Lp is projective, since it is finitely generated and torsion-
free as a Zp-module (cf. [Rei75, Corollary 21.5]). Therefore the canonical surjection
Lp −→ Lp/I∩Lp splits, and I∩Lp is a direct summand of Lp as an OB⊗ZZp-module.
By the observation above, we can define the following two maps
SQp −→ S∞; I 7−→ I ∩ Lp, S∞ −→ SQp; I 7−→ I ⊗Zp Qp.
It is easy to see that these are the inverse of each other.
Remark 3.8 By the proof above, we know that Lp is a projective OB⊗ZZp-module.
For proving the remaining part, we need some preparation; the proof of Propo-
sition 3.7 is completed in the end of this subsection.
First let us introduce more notation. Let Λ be one of Z/pmZ, Zp or Qp, and
put OΛ = OB ⊗Z Λ. For the center F of B, we have canonical decompositions
F ⊗Q Qp =
∏
τ Fτ and OF ⊗Z Zp =
∏
τ Oτ , where τ runs through places of F lying
over p. These decompositions are extended to the decomposition OΛ =
∏
τ Oτ,Λ.
By the assumption, Oτ,Λ is isomorphic to a matrix algebra Mdτ (Oτ ⊗Zp Λ) over
Oτ⊗ZpΛ. As in [Lan08, §1.1.3], let us denote byMτ,Λ the Oτ,Λ-module (Oτ⊗ZpΛ)
dτ .
By [Lan08, Lemma 1.1.3.4], every finitely generated projective OΛ-module M is
isomorphic to
⊕
τ M
mτ
τ,Λ , for uniquely determined integersmτ ≥ 0. We callm = (mτ )
the multi-rank of M . Put |m| =
∑
τ mτ .
Similarly, we can define the multi-rank of a finitely generated projective B⊗QQp-
module. For a finitely generated projective B ⊗Q Qp-module M , the multi-rank of
the B ⊗Q Qp-module M ⊗Qp Qp is not equal to the multi-rank of M in general.
Lemma 3.9 For I ∈ SQp, the stabilizer PI of I ⊂ Vp in GQp is a proper parabolic
subgroup of GQp.
Proof. Let m be the multi-rank of the B⊗QQp-module I ⊗Qp Qp and X the moduli
space classifying coisotropic B ⊗Q Qp-submodules of V ⊗Q Qp with multi-rank m.
Since X is a closed subscheme of a Grassmannian, it is projective over Qp.
Let us prove that G(Qp) acts onX(Qp) transitively. Take an arbitrary coisotropic
B⊗Q Qp-submodule I
′ of V ⊗Q Qp with multi-rank m. It suffices to find g ∈ G(Qp)
such that I ′ = g(I ⊗Qp Qp). Put J = (I ⊗Qp Qp)
⊥ and J ′ = I ′⊥. These are totally
isotropic B⊗Q Qp-submodules of V ⊗Q Qp with the same multi-rank. It is sufficient
to find g ∈ G(Qp) such that J
′ = gJ . Fix a B⊗Qp Qp-isomorphism f : J
∼=
−−→ J ′. By
[Lan08, Lemma 1.2.4.4], we can find orthogonal decompositions
V ⊗Q Qp = (J ⊕ J
∨)⊕ (J ⊕ J∨)⊥ = (J ′ ⊕ J ′∨)⊕ (J ′ ⊕ J ′∨)⊥.
Since (J ⊕ J∨)⊥ and (J ′ ⊕ J ′∨)⊥ have the same multi-rank, by [Lan08, Corollary
1.2.3.10], there exists a B ⊗Qp Qp-isomorphism h : (J ⊕ J
∨)⊥
∼=
−−→ (J ′ ⊕ J ′∨)⊥ pre-
serving the alternating pairings. Then the composite
V ⊗Q Qp = (J ⊕ J
∨)⊕ (J ⊕ J∨)⊥
(f⊕(f∨)−1)⊕h
−−−−−−−−→ (J ′ ⊕ J ′∨)⊕ (J ′ ⊕ J ′∨)⊥ = V ⊗Q Qp
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gives an element g of G(Qp) satisfying gJ = J
′.
Now we know that Xred is a homogeneous space for GQp in the sense of [Spr98,
2.3.1]. Furthermore, we can easily see that theGQp-spaceXred satisfies the conditions
in [Spr98, Corollary 5.5.4]. Therefore, by [Spr98, Theorem 5.5.5], Xred is a quotient
of GQp by PI,Qp = PI⊗Qp Qp. Hence GQp/PI,Qp is projective over Qp, that is, PI,Qp is
a parabolic subgroup of GQp . Thus we can conclude that PI is a parabolic subgroup
of GQp.
Finally we will observe PI 6= GQp. Put J = (I ⊗Qp Qp)
⊥ and consider the
orthogonal decomposition V ⊗Q Qp = (J ⊕ J
∨) ⊕ (J ⊕ J∨)⊥ as above. It is easy
to see that (J∨)⊥ gives a Qp-valued point of X distinct from I ⊗Qp Qp. Therefore
GQp/PI,Qp = Xred has more than one closed point, and thus PI 6= GQp.
Lemma 3.10 Let (M, 〈 , 〉) be a finitely generated self-dual symplectic projective
OZp-module in the sense of [Lan08, Definition 1.1.4.7], andN ⊂M a totally isotropic
direct summand as an OZp-module. Put Mm = M ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ and Nm = N ⊗Zp
Z/pmZ for simplicity.
By [Lan08, Lemma 1.2.4.4], we can find an embedding N∨m −֒→Mm with totally
isotropic image such that Mm is decomposed into the orthogonal direct sum:
Mm = (Nm ⊕N
∨
m)⊕ (Nm ⊕N
∨
m)
⊥.
Let us fix such an embedding. Then, we can extend it to an embedding N∨ −֒→M
with totally isotropic image, such that M is decomposed into the orthogonal direct
sum:
M = (N ⊕N∨)⊕ (N ⊕N∨)⊥.
Proof. We use the similar induction argument as in the proof of [Lan08, Proposition
1.2.4.6]. If N 6= 0, we can find a direct sum decomposition N = N ′ ⊕N ′′ such that
the multi-rank n′ of N ′ satisfies |n′| = 1 (in the proof of [Lan08, Proposition 1.2.4.6],
such a decomposition is written as M1 ∼= M1,0 ⊕M
′
1). Let τ be a unique place of F
lying over p with n′τ = 1. Then N
′ ∼= Mτ,Zp is generated by one element x. Moreover,
N ′∨ ∼= Mτ◦∗,Zp is also generated by a single element. Take a generator y of N
′∨
m and
regard it as an element of Mm by the fixed embedding N
′∨
m ⊂ N
∨
m −֒→Mm.
Let (| , |) : M ×M −→ OZp be the skew-Hermitian pairing associated to 〈 , 〉 (cf.
[Lan08, Lemma 1.1.4.5]). We have (|x, x|) = 0, since N is totally isotropic. Choose a
lift y ∈ M of y. Then we have (|y, y|) ∈ pmOZp , since N
∨
m is totally isotropic. As in the
proof of [Lan08, Proposition 1.2.4.6], we may assume that (|x, y|) = 1τ◦∗ ∈ Oτ◦∗,Zp .
Moreover, replacing y by 1τ◦∗y, we may assume that y = 1τ◦∗y.
If τ 6= τ ◦ ∗, put y′ = y. Then (|y′, y′|) = 1τ◦∗(|y
′, y′|)1τ = 0 and (|x, y
′|) = 1τ◦∗.
Consider the case τ = τ ◦ ∗. Since (|y, y|) ∈ pmOZp , we can find b ∈ p
mOZp such
that b− b∗ = (|y, y|) by [Lan08, Proposition 1.2.2.1]. Put y′ = y + bx. Then we have
(|y′, y′|) = 0 and (|x, y′|) = 1τ◦∗.
Denote by N ′∼ the Oτ◦∗,Zp-span of y
′ in M . The pairing 〈 , 〉 gives a natural
homomorphism N ′∼ −→ N ′∨, whose mod-pm reduction is the identity (we regard
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N ′∨m as a submodule of M by the fixed embedding N
′∨
m ⊂ N
∨
m −֒→ Mm). Therefore
it is an isomorphism and gives an embedding N ′∨ ∼= N ′∼ −֒→ M extending the fixed
embedding N ′∨m ⊂ N
∨
m −֒→ Mm. By [Lan08, Lemma 1.2.3.9], we have an orthogonal
decomposition
M = (N ′ ⊕N ′∨)⊕ (N ′ ⊕N ′∨)⊥.
Since N ⊂M is totally isotropic, the N ′∨-component of every element of N ′′ is zero.
Therefore, if we write N ′′′ for the image of N ′′ under the projection M −→ (N ′ ⊕
N ′∨)⊥, we have N = N ′⊕N ′′′. As the image of the embedding N ′′∨m ⊂ N
∨
m −֒→Mm is
contained in (N ′m⊕N
′∨
m )
⊥, N ′′′m coincides with N
′′
m. Hence we can apply the induction
hypothesis to N ′′′ ⊂ (N ′⊕N ′∨)⊥ and N ′′′∨m = N
′′∨
m −֒→ (N
′
m⊕N
′∨
m )
⊥. This concludes
the proof.
Lemma 3.11 Let (M, 〈 , 〉) and (N, 〈 , 〉) be finitely generated self-dual symplectic
projective OZp-modules. Assume that for an integer m ≥ 1 we are given an OZ/pmZ-
isomorphism h : M ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ
∼=
−−→ N ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ which preserves the alternating
pairings up to (Z/pmZ)×-multiplication. Then there exists an OZp-isomorphism
h˜ : M
∼=
−−→ N preserving the alternating pairings up to Z×p -multiplication, such that
h˜ mod pm = h.
Proof. For a Zp-algebra R, let H(R) (resp. X(R)) be the group (resp. set) consisting
of OZp⊗ZpR-automorphisms of N⊗ZpR (resp. OZp⊗ZpR-isomorphismsM⊗ZpR
∼=
−−→
N ⊗Zp R) preserving the alternating pairings up to R
×-multiplication. The functor
R 7−→ H(R) (resp. R 7−→ X(R)) is obviously represented by a group scheme (resp.
scheme) over Zp. The group scheme H naturally acts on X .
Since M ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ is isomorphic to N ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ, M and N are isomorphic
as OZp-modules (cf. [Lan08, Lemma 1.1.3.1]). Therefore, by [Lan08, Corollary
1.2.3.10], X is an H-torsor (with respect to the e´tale topology on SpecZp). On
the other hand, by [Lan08, Corollary 1.2.3.12], H is smooth over Zp. Thus we can
conclude that X is smooth over Zp. In particular, the natural map X(Zp) −→
X(Z/pmZ) is surjective. Hence we can find h˜ ∈ X(Zp) which is mapped to h ∈
X(Z/pmZ) under the map above, as desired.
Proof of Proposition 3.7 ii), iii), iv). First we prove iii). Since the natural sur-
jection S∞ −→ Sm is G(Zp)-equivariant and Km acts trivially on Sm, a G(Zp)-
equivariant surjection Km\S∞ −→ Sm is induced. We should prove its injectivity.
Let I and I ′ be two elements of S∞ such that Im = I
′
m (as in the proof of Lemma
3.10, we write Im for I ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ). Put N = I⊥ and N ′ = I ′⊥. They are totally
isotropic direct summands of Lp. It suffices to find an element g ∈ Km such that
gN = N ′.
By [Lan08, Lemma 1.2.4.4], Remark 3.8 and Lemma 3.10, we can find embed-
dings i : N∨ −֒→ Lp and i
′ : N ′∨ −֒→ Lp with totally isotropic images such that
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i mod pm = i′ mod pm. These give the following orthogonal decompositions:
Lp = (N ⊕N
∨)⊕ (N ⊕N∨)⊥ = (N ′ ⊕N ′∨)⊕ (N ′ ⊕N ′∨)⊥.
Since we have
(N ⊕N∨)⊥ ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ = (Nm ⊕N
∨
m)
⊥
= (N ′m ⊕N
′∨
m )
⊥ = (N ′ ⊕N ′∨)⊥ ⊗Zp Z/p
mZ,
Lemma 3.11 enables us to find an OZp-isomorphism h : (N ⊕N
∨)⊥
∼=
−−→ (N ′⊕N ′∨)⊥
preserving the alternating pairings up to multiplication by a ∈ Z×p such that h mod
pm = id. On the other hand, it is easy to find an OZp-isomorphism f : N
∼=
−−→ N ′
such that f mod pm = id (cf. proof of Lemma 3.11). The composite
Lp = (N ⊕N
∨)⊕ (N ⊕N∨)⊥
(f⊕a(f∨)−1)⊕h
−−−−−−−−−→ (N ′ ⊕N ′∨)⊕ (N ′ ⊕N ′∨)⊥ = Lp
gives an element of Km satisfying gN = N
′. This conclude the proof of iii).
Next we prove ii). By Proposition 3.7 i), we identify the G(Qp)-set S∞ with
SQp. By iii), K1\S∞ is a finite set. In particular, G(Qp)\S∞ = G(Qp)\SQp is also
a finite set. Let I1, . . . , Ik ∈ SQp be a system of representatives of G(Qp)\SQp. Let
Pi be the stabilizer of Ii ⊂ Vp in GQp. Then we have an obvious isomorphism of
G(Qp)-sets
∐k
i=1G(Qp)/Pi(Qp)
∼= SQp. Since Pi is a proper parabolic subgroup of
GQp by Lemma 3.9, this completes the proof of ii).
The remaining part iv) is an immediate consequence of iii). Indeed, we can
define g−1 : Km\S∞ −→ Km\S∞ by KmI 7−→ Km′g
−1I, which is well-defined as
g−1Kmg ⊂ Km′ .
3.3 Partition of Shm,]r[
Fix integers m, r ≥ 1. In this subsection, we give a partition of Shm,]r[ indexed by
Sm. First, let us apply the construction introduced in Section 2.2 to the case where
S = Shtor≤r, S0 = Sh
tor
v,r, U = Shη and G = A|Shtor≤r . By Lemma 2.5, U
ad = U×S t(S)a =
Sh△]r[ in this case. Therefore, we have two locally constant constructible sheaves
Ârig[pm]Sh△]r[ ⊂ A
ad[pm]Sh△]r[ .
By taking pull-back under pm : Sh
△
m,]r[ = p
−1
m (Sh
△
]r[) −→ Sh
△
]r[ and using the universal
level structure p∗mA[p
m] ∼= Lp/p
mLp over Sh
△
m,]r[, we get a locally constant subsheaf
of Lp/p
mLp corresponding to Â
rig[pm]Sh△]r[, which we denote by Fm,r.
Lemma 3.12 For every x ∈ Sh△m,]r[, the stalk Fm,r,x is an element of Sm.
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Proof. Since Sh△m,]r[(cl) is dense in Sh
△
m,]r[ (Lemma 3.6), we may assume that x is a
classical point.
By definition, the level structure A[pm]x ∼= Lp/p
mLp lifts to an isomorphism
TpAx ∼= Lp of OB ⊗Z Zp-modules which preserves alternating bilinear pairings up
to multiplication by Z×p ; here TpAx is equipped with the alternating bilinear pairing
TpAx × TpAx −→ Zp(1) induced from the universal polarization. Therefore, it
suffices to show that TpÂ
rig
x is a non-trivial coisotropic direct summand of TpA
ad
x as
an OB ⊗Z Zp-module. First note that TpÂ
rig
x is an OB ⊗Z Zp-submodule of TpA
ad
x ,
since the semi-abelian scheme A over Shtor is endowed with an OB-multiplication,
which is an extension of the universal OB-multiplication on A|Sh.
By Lemma 2.9, TpÂ
rig
x is a direct summand of TpA
ad
x as a Zp-module. As we
assume that OB ⊗Z Zp is a maximal order of B ⊗Q Qp, it is hereditary. Therefore
the quotient TpA
ad
x /TpÂ
rig
x is a projective OB ⊗Z Zp-module, and thus TpÂ
rig
x is a
direct summand of TpA
ad
x as an OB ⊗Z Zp-module.
By Lemma 2.7, we have rankZp TpÂ
rig
x = dimQp Vp−r. Since 1 ≤ r ≤ 1/2 dimQp Vp,
TpÂ
rig
x is a non-trivial submodule of TpA
ad
x . Finally, Proposition 2.11 tells us that
(TpÂ
rig
x )
⊥ ⊂ TpÂ
rig
x .
Definition 3.13 For I ∈ Sm, let Sh
△
m,]r[,I be the subset of Sh
△
m,]r[ consisting of
x ∈ Sh△m,]r[ such that Fm,r,x = I. It is open and closed in Sh
△
m,]r[. Denote the closure
of Sh△m,]r[,I in Shm,]r[ by Shm,]r[,I .
Proposition 3.14 We have Shm,]r[ =
∐
I∈Sm
Shm,]r[,I as topological spaces.
Proof. First note that
Sh△m,]r[ = Shm,]≥r[ ∩p
−1
m sp
−1(Shtorv,≤r), Shm,]r[ = Shm,]≥r[ ∩
(
p−1m sp
−1(Shtorv,≤r)
)−
.
Since p−1m sp
−1(Shtorv,≤r) is a quasi-compact open subset of the spectral space (Sh
tor
m,η)
ad,
its closure (p−1m sp
−1(Shtorv,≤r))
− consists of specializations of points in p−1m sp
−1(Shtorv,≤r)
(cf. [Hoc69, Corollary of Theorem 1]). Thus every point in Shm,]r[ is a specialization
of a point in Sh△m,]r[. Similarly, every point in Shm,]r[,I is a specialization of a point
in Sh△m,]r[,I ; note that Sh
△
m,]r[,I = Shm,]r[,I ∩p
−1
m sp
−1(Shtorv,≤r) −֒→ Shm,]r[,I is a quasi-
compact open immersion between locally spectral spaces.
Now let x be a point of Shm,]r[. Then there exists a generalization y ∈ Sh
△
m,]r[ of
x. Since Sh△m,]r[ is a disjoint union of Sh
△
m,]r[,I , there exists I ∈ Sm with y ∈ Sh
△
m,]r[,I .
Then x lies in Shm,]r[,I .
Next we will prove that Shm,]r[,I and Shm,]r[,I′ are disjoint for I, I
′ ∈ Sm with
I 6= I ′. Assume that we can take a point x in Shm,]r[,I ∩ Shm,]r[,I′. Then there exist
points y ∈ Sh△m,]r[,I and y
′ ∈ Sh△m,]r[,I′ both of which are generalizations of x. By
[Hub96, Lemma 1.1.10 i)], y is a specialization of y′ or y′ is a specialization of y.
Since Sh△m,]r[,I is stable under specializations and generalizations in Sh
△
m,]r[, y lies in
Sh△m,]r[,I ∩ Sh
△
m,]r[,I′. This is contradiction.
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We have obtained Shm,]r[ =
∐
I∈Sm
Shm,]r[,I as sets. Since Shm,]r[,I is closed in
Shm,]r[ and Sm is a finite set, Shm,]r[,I is also open in Shm,]r[. Therefore we have an
equality of topological spaces Shm,]r[ =
∐
I∈Sm
Shm,]r[,I , as desired.
Proposition 3.15 Let g be an element of G(Qp). For integers m,m
′ ≥ 1 such
that g−1Kmg ⊂ Km′ , the Hecke operator [g] : Sh
ad
m,η −→ Sh
ad
m′,η maps Shm,]r[,I into
Shm′,]r[,g−1I (for the definition of g
−1I, see Proposition 3.7 iv)).
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, Sh△m,]r[,I(cl) is dense in Sh
△
m,]r[,I . Therefore Sh
△
m,]r[,I(cl) is
dense in Shm,]r[,I . By this fact and Proposition 3.4, it suffices to show that [g] maps
a classical point x ∈ Sh△m,]r[,I to a point in Sh
△
m′,]r[,g−1I . Note that Sh
△
m,]r[(cl) =
p−1m (sp
−1(Shtorv,r)∩ Sh
ad
η )(cl) = Shm,]r[(cl) (cf. [Fuj95, Lemma 4.6.4 (c)]). Hence [g](x)
lies in Sh△m′,]r[ by Proposition 3.4.
We can reduce the problem to the case where Lp ⊂ gLp. We use the same
notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. Then we have the following commutative
diagram of adic spaces over Spa(F,OF ):
Ĝrig[pm]
  //

Gad[pm]

Ĝ ′rig[pm]
  // G ′ad[pm].
This induces the commutative diagram
TpĜ
rig
η
  //

TpG
ad
η

Lp
η˜p
∼=
oo
 _

TpĜ
′rig
η
  // TpG
′ad
η gLp
η˜′p
∼=
oo Lp.
g
∼=
oo
Here η˜p and η˜
′
p are the same as in the description of the Hecke operator [g] (page 12).
By definition, Fm′,r,[g](x) is the mod-p
m′ reduction of g−1η˜′−1p (TpĜ
′rig
η ). Therefore, the
diagram above tells us that Fm′,r,[g](x) = g
−1Fm,r,x = g
−1I, as desired.
4 Cohomology of Shimura varieties
4.1 Compactly supported cohomology and nearby cycle co-
homology
As in Section 3.1, let us fix a neat compact open subgroup Kp of G(Ẑp). Fix a
prime ℓ which is different from p. Let ξ be an algebraic representation of GQℓ on
a finite-dimensional Qℓ-vector space. It naturally defines a smooth Qℓ-sheaf Lξ (or
Lξ,m,Kp, if we need to indicate m and K
p) on Shm,η (cf. [HT01, III.2]). Moreover,
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Lξ is equivariant with respect to the Hecke action. For example, let g be an element
of G(Qp) satisfying g
−1Kmg ⊂ Km′ for integers m,m
′ ≥ 0. Then we have a natural
isomorphism [g]∗Lξ,m′,Kp
∼=
−−→ Lξ,m,Kp of smooth sheaves over Shm,Kp,η.
Consider the compactly supported cohomology
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ) = lim−→
m
H ic(Shm,Kp,η⊗EvEv,Lξ).
The groupG(Qp)×Gal(Ev/Ev) naturally acts on it. By this action, H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ)
becomes an admissible/continuous representation of G(Qp) × Gal(Ev/Ev) in the
sense of [HT01, I.2].
On the other hand, we may also consider the nearby cycle cohomology defined
as follows:
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) = lim−→
m
H ic
(
ShKp,v, Rψ(pm∗Lξ)
)
,
where we put ShKp,v = ShKp,v⊗κvκv. Obviously the group Gal(Ev/Ev) acts on it.
The following lemma gives an action of G(Qp) on H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ).
Lemma 4.1 We have a natural action of G(Qp) on H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ). By this
action, H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) becomes an admissible/continuous G(Qp)×Gal(Ev/Ev)-
representation.
Proof. To ease notation, we omit the subscript Kp.
As in [Man05, §6], we can construct a tower (Shm)m≥0 of schemes over Ov with
finite transition maps such that Shm gives an integral model of Shm,η and Sh0 = Sh.
In this situation, we have
H ic
(
Shv, Rψ(pm∗Lξ)
)
= H ic(Shm,v, RψLξ),
where Shm,v = Shm⊗Ovκv.
Put G+(Qp) = {g ∈ G(Qp) | g
−1Lp ⊂ Lp}. For g ∈ G
+(Qp), let e(g) be the
minimal non-negative integer such that gLp ⊂ p
−e(g)Lp. Then we can construct a
tower (Shm,g)m≥e(g) of schemes over Ov and two morphisms
pr : Shm,g −→ Shm, [g] : Shm,g −→ Shm−e(g)
which are compatible with the transition maps. It is known that these are proper
morphisms, pr induces an isomorphism on the generic fibers, and [g] induces the
Hecke action of g on the generic fibers [Man05, Proposition 16, Proposition 17]. In
particular, we have a canonical cohomological correspondence (cf. [SGA5, Expose´
III], [Fuj97])
cg : [g]
∗
ηLξ,m−e(g)
∼=
−−→ pr∗η Lξ,m = R pr
!
η Lξ,m.
Let
Rψ(cg) : [g]
∗
vRψLξ,m−e(g) −→ R pr
!
v RψLξ,m
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be the specialization of cg (cf. [Fuj97, §1.5], [IM10, §6]). Since [g]v is proper, this
induces a homomorphism
H ic(Shm−e(g),v, RψLξ)
Hic(Rψ(cg))−−−−−−→ H ic(Shm,v, RψLξ).
Taking the inductive limit, we get
γg : H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) −→ H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ).
From an obvious relation cgg′ = cg ◦g
∗cg′ for g, g
′ ∈ G+(Qp), we deduce γgg′ = γg ◦γg′
(cf. [IM10, Corollary 6.3]). On the other hand, by [Man05, Proposition 16 (3),
Proposition 17 (3)], γp−1 is the identity. Since G(Qp) is generated by G
+(Qp) and
p as a monoid, we can extend γg to the whole G(Qp). By [Man05, Proposition 16
(4)], the restriction of this action to K0 = G(Zp) coincides with the inductive limit
of the natural action of K0 on H
i
c(Shm,v, RψLξ). In particular, it is a smooth action.
Furthermore, for integers m′ ≥ m ≥ 1, we have
H ic(Shm′,v, RψLξ)
Km/Km′ = H ic(Shm,v, RψLξ)
since Km/Km′ is a p-group (cf. [Mie10a, Proposition 2.5]). Taking inductive limit,
we obtain
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ)
Km = H ic(Shm,v, RψLξ).
This implies that H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) is an admissible/continuous representation of
G(Qp)×Gal(Ev/Ev).
Now we can state our main theorem in this article.
Theorem 4.2 The kernel and cokernel of the canonical homomorphism
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) −→ H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ)
(cf. [SGA7, Expose´ XIII, (2.1.7.3)]) are non-cuspidal, namely, they have no su-
percuspidal subquotient of G(Qp). In particular, for an irreducible supercuspidal
representation π of G(Qp), we have an isomorphism
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ)[π]
∼= H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ)[π].
Remark 4.3 Let H i(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ) = lim−→m
H i(Shm,Kp,η⊗EvEv,Lξ) be the ordinary
cohomology of our Shimura variety. This is also an admissible/continuous represen-
tation of G(Qp)× Gal(Ev/Ev). By using the minimal compactification of Shm,Kp,η
and its natural stratification (cf. [Pin92, §3.7]), it is easy to see that the kernel and
the cokernel of the canonical homomorphism
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ) −→ H
i(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ)
are non-cuspidal as G(Qp)-representations (in fact, we can use the similar argument
as in the next subsection). Therefore, to prove Theorem 4.2, it suffices to show that
the kernel and the cokernel of the composite
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) −→ H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ) −→ H
i(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ)
are non-cuspidal.
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Remark 4.4 Let IH i(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ) = lim−→m
H i(Shminm,Kp,η⊗EvEv, j!∗Lξ) be the inter-
section cohomology of our Shimura variety, where j : Shm,Kp,η −֒→ Sh
min
m,Kp,η denotes
the minimal compactification of Shm,Kp,η. Then, as in the previous remark, it is
easy to see that the kernel and cokernel of the canonical homomorphism
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ) −→ IH
i(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ)
is non-cuspidal. Therefore, by Theorem 4.2, we have an isomorphism
IH i(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ)[π] ∼= H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ)[π]
for an irreducible supercuspidal representation π of G(Qp).
Corollary 4.5 Put
H ic(Sh∞,η,Lξ) = lim−→
Kp
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ), H
i
c(Sh∞,v, RψLξ) = lim−→
Kp
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ).
These are G(A∞)×Gal(Ev/Ev)-representations.
Let Π be an irreducible admissible representation of G(A∞) such that Πp is a
supercuspidal representation of G(Qp). Then, Π does not appear as a subquotient
of the kernel or the cokernel of the canonical homomorphism H ic(Sh∞,v, RψLξ) −→
H ic(Sh∞,η,Lξ). In particular, we have an isomorphism ofGal(Ev/Ev)-representations
H ic(Sh∞,η,Lξ)[Π]
∼= H ic(Sh∞,v, RψLξ)[Π].
Proof. Take a neat compact open subgroup Kp ⊂ G(Ẑp) such that ΠK
p
6= 0. If
Π appears as a subquotient of the kernel or the cokernel of H ic(Sh∞,v, RψLξ) −→
H ic(Sh∞,η,Lξ), then Πp appears as a subquotient of the kernel or the cokernel of
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) −→ H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ). This contradicts to Theorem 4.2.
Remark 4.6 If an irreducible admissible representation Π of G(A∞) is supercusp-
idal at a prime p′ 6= p, we can prove the similar result as above. This case is due to
Tetsushi Ito and the second author. Its proof is easier, since we may use minimal
compactifications over Zp.
4.2 Proof of main theorem
The starting point of our proof of Theorem 4.2 is the following rigid-geometric
interpretation of the nearby cycle cohomology.
Lemma 4.7 There exist natural isomorphisms
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ)
∼= lim−→
m
H ic
(
sp−1(Shtorv,0)η, pm∗L
ad
ξ
)
∼= lim−→
m
H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
m,η,L
ad
ξ ).
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Here the subscript η denotes the base change from Ev to Ev, (Shm,]≥1[)
c denotes the
complement of Shm,]≥1[ in Sh
ad
m,η, and L
ad
ξ denotes the ℓ-adic sheaf on Sh
ad
m,η induced
from Lξ. As in Section 3.1, we omit the subscript K
p.
By Proposition 3.4, lim
−→m
H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη
(Shadm,η,L
ad
ξ ) is naturally equipped with an
action of G(Qp). Under this action, the isomorphism
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ)
∼= lim−→
m
H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
m,η,L
ad
ξ )
is G(Qp)-equivariant.
Remark 4.8 Before proving it, we should clarify the definition of the ℓ-adic coho-
mology of rigid spaces appearing in the lemma. We define them simply by taking
projective limit of the cohomology with torsion coefficients and tensoring Qℓ. Note
that this definition is, at least a priori, different from the compactly supported ℓ-adic
cohomology introduced in [Hub98a]. However our naive definition also works well,
since all the cohomology groups we encounter are known to be finitely generated.
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let F be an arbitrary ℓn-torsion sheaf on Shm,η. We shall
observe that there exist natural isomorphisms
H ic(Shv, Rψpm∗F)
∼= H ic
(
sp−1(Shtorv,0)η, pm∗F
ad
)
∼= H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
m,η,F
ad).
By [Hub96, Theorem 5.7.6, Theorem 3.7.2], we obtain the first isomorphism as the
composite of
H ic(Shv, Rψpm∗F)
∼= H ic
(
(Sh∧rig)η, (pm∗F)
ad
)
= H ic
(
sp−1(Shtorv,0)η, pm∗F
ad
)
.
To construct the second isomorphism, we prove the following:
– (Sh]≥1[)
c contains sp−1(Shtorv,0), and
– (Sh]≥1[)
c is closed in (Shtorη )
ad.
The former is clear from the definition. For the latter, note that (Shtorη )
ad \ Shadη =
(Shtor≥1,η)
ad is stable under generalizations [Hub96, Lemma 1.1.10 v)]. By this fact,
the closure of the quasi-compact open subset sp−1(Shtorv,0) in (Sh
tor
η )
ad coincides with
the closure of it in Shadη , that is, (Sh]≥1[)
c (cf. [Hoc69, Corollary of Theorem 1]).
Therefore (Sh]≥1[)
c is closed in (Shtorη )
ad.
By these two facts and the properness of (Shtorη )
ad, we have a natural homomor-
phism
H ic
(
sp−1(Shtorv,0)η, pm∗F
ad
)
−→ H i(Sh]≥1[)cη
(
(Shtor)adη , j!pm∗F
ad
)
= H i(Sh]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
η , pm∗F
ad) = H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
m,η,F
ad),
where j : Shη −֒→ Sh
tor
η denotes the canonical open immersion. Let us prove that this
is an isomorphism. Put G = pm∗F . Consider the following distinguished triangle:
RΓc(Shv, RψG) −→ RΓ(Sh
tor
v , Rψj!G) −→ RΓ
(
Shtorv,≥1, (Rψj!G)|Shtorv,≥1
) +1
−−→ .
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By [Ber96, Theorem 3.1] and Lemma 2.5, we have isomorphisms
RΓ(Shtorv , Rψj!G)
∼= RΓ
(
(Shtor)adη , j!G
ad
)
,
RΓ
(
Shtorv,≥1, (Rψj!G)|Shtorv,≥1
)
∼= RΓ
(
sp−1(Shtorv,≥1)
◦
η, j!G
ad
)
.
Therefore, the natural morphism
RΓc(Shv, RψG) ∼= RΓc
(
sp−1(Shtorv,0)η,G
ad
)
−→ H i(Sh]≥1[)cη
(
(Shtor)adη , j!G
ad
)
is an isomorphism (note that (Shtorη )
ad \ sp−1(Shtorv,≥1)
◦ = (Sh]≥1[)
c). This completes
a proof of the second isomorphism.
By taking projective limit, we obtain natural isomorphisms
H ic(Shv, Rψpm∗Lξ)
∼= H ic
(
sp−1(Shtorv,0)η, pm∗L
ad
ξ
)
∼= H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
m,η,L
ad
ξ )
in the lemma. It is straightforward to see that the isomorphism
lim
−→
m
H ic(Shv, Rψpm∗Lξ)
∼= lim−→
m
H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
m,η,L
ad
ξ )
is G(Qp)-equivariant.
Corollary 4.9 We have the following long exact sequence of G(Qp)-modules:
· · · −→ H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) −→ H
i(Sh∞,Kp,η,Lξ) −→ lim−→
m
H i(Shm,]≥1[,η,L
ad
ξ )
−→ H i+1c (Sh∞,Kp,v, RψLξ) −→ · · · ,
where the action of G(Qp) on lim−→m
H i(Shm,]≥1[,η,L
ad
ξ ) comes from Proposition 3.4.
Proof. Write Lξ = (Fn)n⊗Qℓ, where Fn is a locally constant constructible ℓ
n-torsion
sheaf. By the proof of Lemma 4.7, we have a natural isomorphism
H ic(ShKp,v, Rψpm∗Fn)
∼= H i(Shm,]≥1[)cη(Sh
ad
m,η,F
ad
n ).
On the other hand, by the comparison isomorphism [Hub96, Theorem 3.8.1], we
have
H i(Shm,Kp,η,Fn) ∼= H
i(Shadm,η,F
ad
n ).
Therefore we have the following long exact sequence:
· · · −→ H ic(ShKp,v, Rψpm∗Fn) −→ H
i(Shm,Kp,η,Fn) −→ H
i(Shm,]≥1[,η,F
ad
n )
−→ H i+1c (ShKp,v, Rψpm∗Fn) −→ · · · .
On the other hand, clearly H ic(ShKp,v, Rψpm∗Fn) and H
i(Shm,Kp,η,Fn) are finitely
generated Z/ℓnZ-modules for every i, and thus H ic(Shm,]≥1[,η,F
ad
n ) is also finitely
generated. Therefore the above exact sequence of projective systems satisfies the
Mittag-Leffler condition, and the projective limit preserves exactness. By taking
projective limit with respect to n, tensoring Qℓ, and taking inductive limit with
respect to m, we obtain the desired exact sequence.
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Lemma 4.10 Let F be a constructible ℓn-torsion sheaf on Shm,η. Then, for every
r ≥ 1, H i(Shm,]≥r[,η,F
ad) is a finitely generated Z/ℓnZ-module.
Proof. Let j : Shη −֒→ Sh
tor
η be the canonical open immersion. Then, by [Hub96,
Theorem 3.7.2, Theorem 3.8.1], [Ber96, Theorem 3.1] and Lemma 2.5, we have
H i(Shm,]≥r[,η,F
ad) = H i(Sh]≥r[,η, pm∗F
ad) = H i
(
sp−1(Shtorv,≥r)
◦
η, Rj∗pm∗F
ad
)
∼= H i
(
sp−1(Shtorv,≥r)
◦
η, (Rj∗pm∗F)
ad
)
∼= H i
(
Shtorv,≥r, (RψRj∗pm∗F)|Shtorv,≥r
)
.
This is a finitely generated Z/ℓnZ-module, as (RψRj∗pm∗F)|Shtorv,≥r is a constructible
Z/ℓnZ-complex on Shtorv,≥r.
Corollary 4.11 Let r ≥ 1 be an integer. Put V i≥r = lim−→m
H i(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ) and
V ir = lim−→m
H iShm,]r[,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ).
i) The group G(Qp) naturally acts on V
i
≥r and V
i
r , and these are admissible G(Qp)-
representations.
ii) We have the following long exact sequence of G(Qp)-modules:
· · · −→ V ir −→ V
i
≥r −→ V
i
≥r+1 −→ V
i+1
r −→ · · · .
Proof. First let us construct the long exact sequence in ii). As in the proof of
Corollary 4.9, write Lξ = (Fn)n ⊗ Qℓ. Obviously we have the following long exact
sequence:
· · · −→ H iShm,]r[,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,F
ad
n ) −→ H
i(Shm,]≥r[,η,F
ad
n ) −→ H
i(Shm,]≥r+1[,η,F
ad
n )
−→ H i+1Shm,]r[,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,F
ad
n ) −→ · · · .
Lemma 4.10 tells us that every term of this long exact sequence is a finitely generated
Z/ℓnZ-module. Therefore, as in the proof of 4.9, we obtain the long exact sequence
· · · −→ V ir −→ V
i
≥r −→ V
i
≥r+1 −→ V
i+1
r −→ · · ·
by taking projective limit, tensoring Qℓ and taking inductive limit.
By Proposition 3.4, the groupG(Qp) acts on V
i
≥r and V
i
r . Clearly they are smooth
G(Qp)-representations, and the long exact sequence above is G(Qp)-equivariant.
Moreover, as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we can easily see that for an integer m ≥ 1,
(V i≥r)
Km = H i(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ), (V
i
r )
Km = H iShm,]r[,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ).
Since H i(Shm,]≥r[,η,F
ad
n ) and H
i
Shm,]r[,η
(Shm,]≥r[,η,F
ad
n ) are finitely generated Z/ℓ
nZ-
modules for every n ≥ 1, H i(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ) and H
i
Shm,]r[,η
(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ) are finite-
dimensional Qℓ-vector spaces. Therefore we conclude that V
i
≥r and V
i
r are admissible
G(Qp)-representations.
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Proposition 4.12 Let P1, . . . , Pk be the parabolic subgroups of GQp as in Propo-
sition 3.7 ii). For an integer j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k, let I(j) ∈ S∞ be the image of [id] ∈
G(Qp)/Pj(Qp) ⊂
∐k
i=1G(Qp)/Pi(Qp) under the isomorphism
∐k
i=1G(Qp)/Pi(Qp)
∼=
S∞ constructed in Proposition 3.7 ii). For m ≥ 1, denote by I(j)m the image of I(j)
under the natural map S∞ −→ Sm. Put W
i
r,j = lim−→m
H iShm,]r[,I(j)m,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ).
i) For every j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we have a natural smooth action of Pj(Qp) on W
i
r,j.
ii) We have a natural G(Qp)-equivariant isomorphism V
i
r
∼=
⊕
j Ind
G(Qp)
Pj(Qp)
W ir,j.
iii) The G(Qp)-representation V
i
r is non-cuspidal.
Proof. First note that Shm+1,]r[,I(j)m+1 is open and closed in p
−1
m+1,m(Shm,]r[,I(j)m),
where pm+1,m : Shm+1,η −→ Shm,η denotes the natural transition map; it follows
from Proposition 3.14 and Proposition 3.15. Therefore the transition map
H iShm,]r[,I(j)m,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ) −→ H
i
Shm+1,]r[,I(j)m+1,η
(Shm+1,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ )
of W ir,j is induced.
Now i) is clear from Proposition 3.15. Let us prove ii). We follow the proof of
[IM10, Proposition 5.20]. By the Frobenius reciprocity, we have a homomorphism
of G(Qp)-modules
k⊕
j=1
Ind
G(Qp)
Pj(Qp)
W ir,j −→ V
i
r .
We shall observe that this is bijective. For an integer m ≥ 1, we have
H iShm,]r[,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ )
(1)
=
⊕
I∈Sm
H iShm,]r[,I,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ )
(2)
=
k⊕
j=1
⊕
g∈Km\G(Qp)/Pj(Qp)
H iSh
m,]r[,g−1I(j)m,η
(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ )
(3)
=
k⊕
j=1
⊕
g∈Km\K0/Pj(Qp)∩K0
H iSh
m,]r[,g−1I(j)m,η
(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ )
(4)
∼=
k⊕
j=1
Ind
K0/Km
(Pj(Qp)∩K0)/(Pj(Qp)∩Km)
H iShm,]r[,I(j)m,η(Shm,]≥r[,η,L
ad
ξ ).
Here (1) follows from Proposition 3.14, (2) from Proposition 3.7, (3) from the Iwa-
sawa decomposition G(Qp) = Pj(Qp)K0. The isomorphism (4) is a consequence of
Proposition 3.15 and [Boy99, Lemme 13.2]. By taking the inductive limit, we obtain
K0-isomorphisms
V ir
∼=
k⊕
j=1
IndK0Pj(Qp)∩K0 W
i
r,j
∼=
←−− Ind
G(Qp)
Pj(Qp)
W ir,j
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(the second map is an isomorphism by the Iwasawa decomposition). By the proof of
[Boy99, Lemme 13.2], it is easy to see that the first isomorphism above is nothing but
the K0-homomorphism obtained by the Frobenius reciprocity for Pj(Qp)∩K0 ⊂ K0.
Therefore the composite of the two isomorphisms above coincides with the G(Qp)-
homomorphism introduced at the beginning of our proof of ii). Thus we conclude
the proof of ii).
Finally consider iii). By ii), we have only to prove that the unipotent radical of
Pj(Qp) acts trivially on W
i
r,j. By [Boy99, Lemme 13.2.3], it suffices to prove that
W ir,j is an admissible Pj(Qp)-representation. For an integer m ≥ 1, (W
i
r,j)
Pj(Qp)∩Km is
a subspace of (Ind
G(Qp)
Pj(Qp)
W ir,j)
Km. By ii) and Corollary 4.11 i), (Ind
G(Qp)
Pj(Qp)
W ir,j)
Km ⊂
(
⊕k
j=1 Ind
G(Qp)
Pj(Qp)
W ir,j)
Km ∼= (V ir )
Km is a finite-dimensional Qℓ-vector space. Hence
W ir,j is an admissible Pj(Qp)-representation, as desired.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Remark 4.3 and Corollary 4.9, it suffices to show that
V i≥1 = lim−→m
H i(Shm,]≥1[,η,L
ad
ξ ) is non-cuspidal for every i. By Corollary 4.11 and
Proposition 4.12, the non-cuspidality of V i≥r is equivalent to that of V
i
≥r+1. If r is
large enough, V i≥r = 0. Hence we can conclude that V
i
≥r is non-cuspidal for every
r ≥ 1, by the descending induction on r.
4.3 Torsion coefficients
Since our method of proving Theorem 4.2 is totally geometric, we may also obtain
an analogous result for ℓ-torsion coefficients. For simplicity, we will only consider a
constant coefficient Fℓ. As in Section 4.1, put
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Fℓ) = lim−→
m
H ic(Shm,Kp,η ⊗EvEv,Fℓ),
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψFℓ) = lim−→
m
H ic
(
ShKp,v, Rψ(pm∗Fℓ)
)
.
They are naturally endowed with actions of G(Qp) × Gal(Ev/Ev). They are ad-
missible/continuous G(Qp) × Gal(Ev/Ev)-representations; note that if m ≥ 1 we
have
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Fℓ)
Km = H ic(Shm,Kp,η,Fℓ),
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψFℓ)
Km = H ic
(
ShKp,v, Rψ(pm∗Fℓ)
)
,
since Km is a pro-p group (cf. [Mie10a, Proposition 2.5]).
The following theorem can be proven in exactly the same way as Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.13 The kernel and the cokernel of the canonical homomorphism
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψFℓ) −→ H
i
c(Sh∞,Kp,η,Fℓ)
have no supercuspidal subquotient of G(Qp). For the definition of supercuspidal
representations over Fℓ, see [Vig96, II.2.5].
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5 Applications
In this section, we give a very simple application of our main result. Proofs in this
section are rather sketchy, since the technique is more or less well-known. More
detailed and general study will be given elsewhere.
Here we consider the Shimura variety for GU (1, n − 1) over Q. Let F be an
imaginary quadratic extention of Q and SplF/Q the set of rational primes over which
F/Q splits. Fix an integer n ≥ 2 and a prime p ∈ SplF/Q. Consider the integral
PEL datum (B,OB, ∗, V, L, 〈 , 〉, h) as follows:
– B = F , OB = OF and ∗ is the unique non-trivial element of Gal(F/Q).
– V = F n and L = OnF .
– 〈 , 〉 : V ×V −→ Q be an alternating pairing satisfying the following conditions:
• 〈x, y〉 ∈ Z for every x, y ∈ L,
• 〈bx, y〉 = 〈x, b∗y〉 for every x, y ∈ V and b ∈ F , and
• GR ∼= GU (1, n− 1) (for the definition of G, see Section 3.1).
– h : C −→ EndF (V )⊗Q R ∼= Mn(C) is given by z 7−→
(
z 0
0 zIn−1
)
.
Put Σ = {p ∈ SplF/Q | Lp = L
⊥
p }. Our integral Shimura datum is unramified at
every p ∈ Σ. Moreover, for such p, GQp is isomorphic to GLn(Qp) × GL1(Qp) (cf.
[Far04, §1.2.3]). In this case, the reflex field E is equal to F . To a neat compact
open subgroup K of G(Ẑ), we can attach the Shimura variety ShK , which is not
proper over SpecF . If K = K0K
p for some compact open subgroup Kp of G(Ẑp),
we have ShK = ShKp ⊗OF,(p)F , where ShKp is the moduli space introduced in Section
3.1.
Let us fix a prime number ℓ. Put
H ic(Sh,Qℓ) = lim−→
K
H ic(ShK ⊗FF,Qℓ).
It is an admissible/continuous G(A∞)×Gal(F/F )-representation over Qℓ.
Theorem 5.1 Let Π be an irreducible admissible representation of G(A∞) over Qℓ.
Assume that there exists a prime p ∈ Σ such that Πp is a supercuspidal representa-
tion of G(Qp). Then H
i
c(Sh,Qℓ)[Π] = 0 unless i = n− 1.
Remark 5.2 For proper Shimura varieties, an analogous result is known ([Clo91],
[HT01, Corollary IV.2.7]). It would be possible to give an “automorphic” proof of
Theorem 5.1 by using results in [Mor10]. However, the authors think that our proof,
consisting of purely local arguments, is simpler and has some importance.
Proof. Let ℓ′ be another prime number and fix an isomorphism of fields ι : Qℓ ∼= Qℓ′.
Then ι induces an isomorphism H ic(Sh,Qℓ)[Π]
∼= H ic(Sh,Qℓ′)[ιΠ], where ιΠ is the
representation of G(A∞) over Qℓ′ induced by Π and ι. It is easy to observe that Πp
is supercuspidal if and only if (ιΠ)p is supercuspidal. Therefore, we can change our
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ℓ freely, and thus we can assume that there exists a prime p ∈ Σ\{ℓ} such that Πp is
supercuspidal. Fix such p and take a place v of F lying over p. Then, for an integer
m ≥ 0 and a neat compact open subgroup Kp of G(Ẑp), ShKmKp ⊗FFv is isomorphic
to Shm,Kp,η introduced in Section 3.1. Therefore we have an isomorphism
H ic(Sh,Qℓ)
∼= lim−→
m,Kp
H ic(Shm,Kp,η,Qℓ) = lim−→
Kp
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Qℓ).
Thus it suffices to show that H ic(Sh∞,Kp,η,Qℓ)[π] = 0 for a supercuspidal represen-
tation π of G(Qp), a neat compact open subgroup K
p, and an integer i 6= n− 1. By
Theorem 4.2, it is equivalent to showing that H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψQℓ)[π] = 0.
For an integer h ≥ 0, let Sh
[h]
Kp,v be the reduced closed subscheme of ShKp,v
consisting of points x such that the e´tale rank of Ax[v
∞] is less than or equal to
h (cf. [HT01, p. 111]); recall that A denotes the universal abelian scheme over
ShKp. Put Sh
(h)
Kp,v = Sh
[h]
Kp,v \ Sh
[h−1]
Kp,v . Our proof of the theorem is divided into the
subsequent two lemmas.
Lemma 5.3 For every supercuspidal representation π of G(Qp), we have
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψQℓ)[π] =
(
lim
−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
[0]
Kp,v, (Rψpm∗Qℓ)|Sh[0]
Kp,v
))
[π].
Proof. First recall that our Shimura variety Shm,Kp,η has a good integral model over
Ov. For an integer m ≥ 0, consider the functor from the category of Ov-schemes to
the category of sets, that associates S to the set of isomorphism classes of 6-tuples
(A, i, λ, ηp, ηv, ηp,0), where
– [(A, i, λ, ηp)] ∈ ShKp(S),
– ηv : L ⊗Z (v
−mOv/Ov) −→ A[v
m] be a Drinfeld vm-level structure (cf. [HT01,
II.2]), and
– ηp,0 : p
−mZ/Z −→ µpm,S be a Drinfeld p
m-level structure.
Then it is easy to see that this functor is represented by a scheme Shm,Kp which is
finite over ShKp. Moreover the generic fiber of Shm,Kp can be naturally identified
with Shm,Kp,η (cf. the moduli problem X
′
U introduced in [HT01, p. 92]). As in
[HT01, III.4], we can extend the Hecke action of G(Qp) on (Shm,Kp,η)m≥0 to the
tower (Shm,Kp)m≥0. We have a G(Qp)-equivariant isomorphism
H ic(Sh∞,Kp,v, RψQℓ)
∼= lim−→
m
H ic
(
Shm,Kp,v, RψQℓ
)
.
Let us denote by Sh
[h]
m,Kp,v (resp. Sh
(h)
m,Kp,v) the inverse image of Sh
[h]
Kp,v (resp. Sh
(h)
Kp,v)
under Shm,Kp −→ ShKp. For an integer h ≥ 0, it is easy to observe that
lim
−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
[h]
Kp,v, (Rψpm∗Qℓ)|Sh[h]
Kp,v
)
∼= lim−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
[h]
m,Kp,v, (RψQℓ)|Sh[h]
m,Kp,v
)
,
lim
−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
(h)
Kp,v, (Rψpm∗Qℓ)|Sh(h)
Kp,v
)
∼= lim−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
(h)
m,Kp,v, (RψQℓ)|Sh(h)
m,Kp,v
)
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and that they are admissible G(Qp)-representations. Moreover, by considering the
kernel of the universal Drinfeld vm-level structure ηunivv , we can decompose Sh
(h)
m,Kp,v
into finitely many open and closed subsets indexed by the set consisting of direct
summands of L ⊗Z (v
−mOv/Ov) with rank n − h (cf. [Boy99, De´finition 10.4.1,
Proposition 10.4.2] and [IM10, Definition 5.1, Lemma 5.3]). Using this partition, we
can prove that the G(Qp)-representation
lim
−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
(h)
m,Kp,v, (RψQℓ)|Sh(h)
m,Kp,v
)
is parabolically induced from a proper parabolic subgroup of G(Qp). Therefore, by
the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can conclude that the kernel
and the cokernel of
lim
−→
m
H ic(Shm,Kp,v, RψQℓ) −→ lim−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
[0]
m,Kp,v, (RψQℓ)|Sh[0]
m,Kp,v
)
are non-cuspidal. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.4 Let π be a supercuspidal representation of G(Qp). If i 6= n − 1, we
have (
lim
−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
[0]
Kp,v, (Rψpm∗Qℓ)|Sh[0]
Kp,v
))
[π] = 0.
Proof. Let µh : Gm,C −→ GC be the homomorphism of algebraic groups over C
defined as the composite of
Gm,C
z 7−→(z,1)
−−−−−→ Gm,C ×Gm,C
(∗)
∼= (ResC/R Gm,C)⊗R C
hC−−→ GC,
where (∗) is given by C⊗R C
∼=
−−→ C× C; a⊗ b 7−→ (ab, ab). Fix an isomorphism of
fields C ∼= Qp and denote by µ : Gm,Qp −→ GQp the induced cocharacter of GQp . Let
b be a unique basic element of B(GQp, µ) (for the definition of B(G, µ), we refer to
[Far04, §2.1.1]), and denote by M the Rapoport-Zink space associated to the local
unramified PEL datum (F ⊗QQp,OF ⊗ZZp, ∗, Vp, Lp, 〈 , 〉, b, µ) (cf. [Far04, §2.3.5]).
The Rapoport-Zink space M is equipped with an action of the group J(Qp), where
J denotes the algebraic group over Qp associated to b (cf. [RZ96, Proposition 1.12]).
By [Far04, §2.3.7.1], M is isomorphic to MLT ×Q
×
p /Z
×
p , where MLT is the Lubin-
Tate space for GLn(Qp). Furthermore, J(Qp) is isomorphic to D
× × Q×p , where D
denotes the central division algebra over Qp with invariant 1/n. The action of J(Qp)
on M is identified with the well-known action of D× ×Q×p on MLT ×Q
×
p /Z
×
p .
By the p-adic uniformization theorem of Rapoport-Zink ([RZ96, Theorem 6.30],
[Far04, Corollaire 3.1.9]), we have an isomorphism∐
ker1(Q,G)
I(Q)\M×G(A∞,p)/Kp ∼= Sh∧Kp,
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where I is an algebraic group over Q satisfying I(A∞) ∼= J(Qp)×G(A
∞,p) and Sh∧Kp
denotes the formal completion of ShKp ⊗OvW (Fp) along Sh
[0]
Kp,v, the basic locus of
ShKp,v. By this isomorphism, we know that Sh
[0]
Kp,v, which coincides with Sh
∧
Kp as
topological spaces, consists of finitely many closed points; indeed, the left hand
side of the isomorphism above is a finite disjoint sum of formal schemes of the form
Γ\M, where Γ ⊂ J(Qp) is a discrete cocompact subgroup (cf. [Far04, Lemme 3.1.7]).
Therefore, by [Ber96, Theorem 3.1], we have an isomorphism
H ic
(
Sh
[0]
Kp,v, (Rψpm∗Qℓ)|Sh[0]
Kp,v
)
= H i
(
Sh
[0]
Kp,v, (Rψpm∗Qℓ)|Sh[0]
Kp,v
)
∼= H i
(
Shm,Kp,η(b),Qℓ
)
,
where Shm,Kp(b) = p
−1
m (sp
−1(Sh
[0]
Kp,v)
◦).
Now use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [Far04, The´ore`me 4.5.12]
Er,s2 = lim−→
m
ExtrJ(Qp)-smooth
(
H2(n−1)−sc (MKm,Qℓ)(n− 1),A(I)
Kp
1
)
=⇒ lim
−→
m
Hr+s(Shm,Kp,η(b),Qℓ),
where A(I)1 is the space of automorphic forms on I(A
∞) (see [Far04, De´finition
4.5.8] for detail). Since J(Qp) = D
× × Q×p is anisotropic modulo center, it is easy
to see that Er,s2 = 0 unless r = 0. If r = 0, we have
E0,s2 = lim−→
m
HomJ(Qp)
(
H2(n−1)−sc (M∞,Qℓ)(n− 1),A(I)
Kp
1
)Km
,
where we put H ic(M∞,Qℓ) = lim−→m
H ic(MKm,Qℓ).
By [Mie10a], the G(Qp)-representation H
2(n−1)−s
c (M∞,Qℓ)(n− 1) has non-zero
supercuspidal part only if s = n − 1. Indeed, for an irreducible supercuspidal
representation π = π1 ⊗ χ of G(Qp), where π1 is an irreducible supercuspidal repre-
sentation of GLn(Qp) and χ is a character of GL1(Qp), we have
H ic(M∞,Qℓ)[π] = H
i
c(MLT,∞,Qℓ)[π1]⊗ χ,
as we see in [Far04, p. 168]. Therefore E0,s2 has a supercuspidal subquotient only if
s = n− 1.
Hence we can conclude that
lim
−→
m
H ic
(
Sh
[0]
Kp,v, (Rψpm∗Qℓ)|Sh[0]
Kp,v
)
∼= lim−→
m
H i(Shm,Kp,η(b),Qℓ)
has non-zero supercuspidal part only if i = n− 1.
We also have a similar result for the torsion coefficient case. For a neat compact
open subgroup Kp of G(Ẑp), put
H ic(ShKp,Fℓ) = lim−→
m
H ic(ShKmKp ⊗FF ,Fℓ).
It is an admissible/continuous G(Qp)×Gal(F/F )-representation over Fℓ.
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Theorem 5.5 Let p be a prime in Σ \ {ℓ} and π an irreducible supercuspidal Fℓ-
representation of G(Qp). Then, for every neat compact open subgroup K
p of G(Ẑp),
we have H ic(ShKp,Fℓ)[π] = 0 unless i = n− 1.
Remark 5.6 i) Theorem 5.5 for proper Shimura varieties is due to S. W. Shin.
His method, using Mantovan’s formula, is slightly different from ours.
ii) Using the result in [Dat10], it is possible to describe the action of WQp on
Hn−1c (ShKp,Fℓ)[π] by means of the mod-ℓ local Langlands correspondence. Such
study has also been carried out by S. W. Shin when the Shimura variety is
proper.
Proof. Almost all arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.1 work well. The only one
point which should be modified is about the vanishing of the supercuspidal part
of Er,s2 for (r, s) 6= (0, n − 1) in the proof of Lemma 5.4; note that an irreducible
Fℓ-representation of J(Qp), being supercuspidal, is not necessarily injective in the
category of smooth Fℓ-representations of J(Qp) with the fixed central character.
For this point, we can use the same argument as that by Shin, in which he uses the
vanishing of the supercuspidal part H ic(MLT,∞,Fℓ)sc for i 6= n− 1 (cf. [Dat10, proof
of Proposition 3.1.1, Remarque 3.1.5]) and the projectivity of the D×-representation
Hn−1c (MLT,∞,Fℓ)sc (cf. [Dat10, §3.2.2, Remarque iii)]).
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